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This white paper explores the trends, challenges and opportunities of  
e-commerce, the business and technical aspects of the unique Trimpo solution 
that addresses these challenges and helps the ecosystem to capitalize on the 
opportunities.

Trimpo’s ecosystem, that we are already building today, is aimed at upscaling 
the e-commerce business to a different level. Trimpo will achieve this by 
fortifying the network of businesses and customers by providing them with the 
necessary tools, information flows and with the platform. These data and its 
flows will be protected by blockchain technology to ensure the transparency 
and trust between all parties involved. 

Trimpo is about offering merchants a choice: a choice to list at global and 
local marketplaces as well as at Trimpo’s own marketplace. Trimpo provides an 
opportunity for suppliers to find the best fit in the merchant community; and 
an opportunity for customers to securely and reliably purchase what they want 
at the best price globally. Through well-informed, secure and most suitable 
choice.

«I am a man of simple taste, easily 
satisfied by the best»

Sir Winston Churchill
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Introduction

Introduction
Trimpo team members participated in the development and launch of many            
e-commerce projects over the last few years, as well as in several payment 
gateway designs and project launches.

Our team worked with globally known companies, such as eBay, Amazon, 
Flipkart, Yandex, AliExpress and implemented integration projects for  
end-clients, as well as solutions for same-type challenges of merchants.

After implementing a large number of marketplace-integration projects for 
merchants, our team emerged with tried-and-tested solutions for a variety 
of common challenges, and using those solutions as building blocks we can 
now offer greater solutions to our users. For example, for the merchant to start 
automated operations with eBay, it needs to:

 ‣ manage its products in all categories

 ‣ manage orders

 ‣ manage returns and customer complaints

 ‣ receive and answer customer messages

 ‣ work with orders’ tracking numbers

After the successful launch of several big client projects, our team decided 
that we want to lend our expertise to everyone who wants to start selling 
on marketplaces.

The pattern we used to create a service that helps merchants start selling on 
marketplaces offers opportunities for development of associated services. For 
example:

 ‣ Opportunity for merchants to receive product information from sup-
pliers and sell their products

 ‣ Dropshipping service which allows to sell products from one trading 
platform or market on other ones

 ‣ Service for suppliers to sell their products directly to customers

 ‣ Our own Trimpo Marketplace which will let all customers in the world 
to buy products at significantly lower prices, due to lower commis-
sions (compared to other marketplaces) and because of discounts 
Trimpo Marketplace will offer.
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Introduction

In Q1 2017 we decided to commence project Trimpo. Trimpo received angel 
seed funding to launch the first project release, and we have successfully 
achieved all objectives.

In Q2 2018 Trimpo is ready to enter a new project development phase: we feel 
we are ready to introduce our service to the world, implement all or most 
of the intended functionality and bring the powerful, functional and very 
user-friendly Trimpo ecosystem to life.

Dear friends, future partners and investors — in order for us to accomplish all 
our goals we need your buy-in, trust and support. Your opinion and your parti- 
cipation in the project are essential. Please, read on learn more about our goals, 
our product, how it works and how it monetizes.

Alexander Terentyev 
Founder, Trimpo
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Market overview
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The e-commerce industry is developing very quickly, as any industry that deals 
in new technologies and the internet. And with it the number of e-commerce 
platforms users both among customers and among merchants grows.

In 2017, retail e-commerce sales worldwide amounted to 2.3 trillion USD and 
e-retail revenues are projected to grow to 4.88 trillion USD in 2021.

Online shopping is one of the most popular online activities worldwide with 
over 1.6 billion online customers, projected to grow to 2.14 billion in 2021.

RETAIL E-COMMERCE SALES WORLDWIDE 
Trillions USD

NUMBER OF DIGITAL BUYERS WORLDWIDE 
Billions

Source: Statista. Global retail e-commerce sales 2014-2021 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales

Source: Statista. Global number of digital buyers 2014-2021 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/251666/number-of-digital-buyers-worldwide 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales/
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Market overview

The percentage of online shoppers varies in different countries. The leaders 
in expenditure are China, USA, Great Britain and Japan, and emerging markets 
are not far behind.

Because of the growing consumer demand in e-commerce, more and more 
small and medium companies require assistance in launching their products to 
new markets and reaching a new, larger pool of customers. Each platform has 
its own comparative advantages. So this new and growing segment needs to 
operate seamlessly at various platforms — national and global. This is precisely 
the need Trimpo aims to fulfil.

The world of e-commerce will continue to change rapidly, as more platforms                   
use omni-device options and the number of purchases made with mobile 
phones and tablets increases. According to eMarketer, in 2017 mobile sales 
reached 59% of all   e-commerce sales, and that number will continue to grow.

52%
59% 64% 67% 70% 73%

48%
41% 36% 33% 30% 27%

2016

Desktop Share

Mobile Share

2017 2018 F 2019 F 2020 F 2021 F

MOBILE AS SHARE OF TOTAL E-COMMERCE

Source: Statista. Mobile E-commerce is up and Poised for Further Growth 
https://www.statista.com/chart/13139/estimated-worldwide-mobile-e-commerce-sales

As market continues to grow, Trimpo aims for 0,5% of sales made on interna-
tional marketplaces to be made by Trimpo’s merchants (that amounts to 15 
billions USD sales made via Trimpo Platform) by the end of 2018.
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Market overview

In 2019 we aim to increase that to 2% of sales made on international market-
places, due to:

a. Launch on the Chinese market — through the integration with 
AliExpress.

b. Launch on the Indian market — through the integration with Amazon 
India and Flipkart.

c. Launch on the Japanese market — through the integration with 
Rakuten.

In the following 3-5 years we intend to increase that share to 10% of world’s 
e-commerce trade.
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TRIMPO'S SALES 
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TRIMPO'S SALES 
Billions USD
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Market overview

We will launch the Trimpo Marketplace in 2019 and will achieve 0,5% market 
share of the global market in its first year by offering a commission of 2% — 
much lower than Amazon and Ebay (15% on average) and by giving customers 
an option to shop on Trimpo Marketplace with cryptocurrencies.

Being our investor and Trimpo token holder lets you earn from every interna-
tional sale made via Trimpo.
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Problem statement

1. E-commerce is highly competitive, so it is extremely important for            
e-commerce business to commit to constant improvement and 
to staying ahead. One of the ways to do so is omnipresence; which 
can be challenging and requires a lot of resources. While more and 
more people choose to shop online, and many of them choose  
marketplaces for variety and lower prices, starting to sell on  
marketplaces is not an easy undertaking. 

2. Lack of relevant data and analytics, stemming from e-commerce 
market fragmentation - each marketplace living out its own life and 
keeping all data to themselves. There are a number of various studies 
and reports done on e-commerce. However it is not always clear 
how they can be useful for a specific situation. Trimpo Marketplace 
will create a flow of data across platforms, geographies, customer 
segments that will benefit the ecosystem.
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Solution

As increasingly more consumers start their search and ultimately buy on online 
marketplaces, they are essential to any merchant’s e-commerce strategy. 
Online shoppers are accustomed to well-known global marketplaces, and mer-
chants get a constant flow of potential new customers. If merchants decide 
to target for their sales in a specific country — they can list their goods on local 
marketplaces, which are used by customers of a particular country. Trimpo is 
already helping a number of merchants to sell their products on marketplaces, 
and we aspire to add to both numbers — helping more merchants to expand 
their business and integrate our platforms with more online marketplaces.

We will also launch Trimpo Marketplace with payment on Trimpo blockchain, 
allowing merchants to benefit from low commission and customers from lower 
costs, working on offering best services possible and advancing towards the 
future of e-commerce — blockchain marketplaces. Trimpo will develop trust-
based relationships within the marketplace ecosystem.

Trimpo B2B marketplace will offer value added services to suppliers, give them 
the ability to post their product information and find merchants easily, and the 
ability to work with merchants on preferential terms, making use of the safety 
and transparency of Trimpo’s blockchain platform.

Finally, Trimpo will go further and create a subsystem — a Big Data bank, with 
analytics on e-commerce, ranging from trends to specific recommendations 
for the whole spectrum of businesses in online commerce.

Our ultimate goal is the creation of an Ecosystem, that will unite customers, 
merchants and suppliers, and that will offer interfaces for partnership pro-
grams for all kinds of service providers, e.g. in logistics, marketing and adver-
tising, and at a later stage in financial services.

CUSTOMERS SUPPLIERS

MERCHANTS
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Product section

Trimpo is a complex and multifunctional platform which provides merchants 
with everything they need to start selling their products on World’s biggest 
online marketplaces and on social networking websites. With Trimpo's help 
merchants can easily connect with their customers, handle returns and can-
cellations, analyse stats, and so much more. And all of that can be done via 
Trimpo's platform even if the products are listed on multiple marketplaces.

Trimpo is a great tool for e-commerce, allowing merchants to sell their pro-
ducts on marketplaces. After quick registration merchants choose market-
places where they would like to list their products and either upload files with 
products information or add information manually. Delivery terms, returns and 
terms of payment are also to be submitted on Trimpo, which then acts 
as a control center for merchant's sales.

Managing orders from marketplaces is safe and easy via merchant's account 
on Trimpo. All orders can be viewed in user's account, which also has search 
and various filter options. Trimpo has a built-in CRM system, where merchants 
can check and reply to messages without having to go to their marketplaces' 
accounts, check order status and keep track of the business, returns and 
refunds. Trimpo system collects transaction data and produces detailed orders 
and sales reports that are accessible in merchants' accounts.

Listed features along with extensive instructions provided on the website make 
Trimpo platform easy to use and navigate, all the while facilitating the attraction 
of new customers and increase of sales.
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Our users and key issues we are solving

1. Customers of Trimpo Marketplace.  

2. Online merchants — have their own website, products (pictures, de-
scription, information on price and availability), don't necessarily have 
the products physically, but can sell them based on hub, warehouse 
or supplier inventory availability. They can pack the orders and ship 
them (with transport company). 

3. Offline merchants — don't have their website, in all other ways are 
similar to online merchants. 

4. Dropshipping services — people and companies with the information 
on where you can buy cheaper and sell for a higher price; the delivery 
is provided by the owner of the product. 

5. Agencies — aggregators for merchants, sell merchant's products 
on marketplaces for the commission. 

6. Suppliers and manufacturers — have information on products and 
products themselves, which they can ship to the customers. 

7. Delivery and services providers — companies that provide necessary 
services to e-commerce companies in their day-to-day operations.

1. Buy at a lower price with Trimpo Token.

2. Get cashback for shopping at Trimpo Marketplace 
or apply to subsequent purchases.

Users of Trimpo

Customer Incentives (Trimpo Marketplace)
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Our users and key issues we are solving

1. Decide on marketplace (global and/or local), joining procedures, 
account creation, and understanding what is needed to start selling 

2. Preference for agencies to display and sell their products on mar-
ketplaces – no hassle. The merchant itself sends the order to the 
customer, and the agency transfers payments for the orders less fees 
to the merchant. 

3. Long road to end-user. Suppliers and manufacturers want to sell 
products or services directly to customers, without having to engage 
any resellers or intermediaries, that substantially prolong delivery 
from manufacturer to the customer.

1. Merchants want to sell as much as possible. Presently, majority of 
sales are made on merchants' own websites. But implementation of 
sales on marketplaces is a clear task and if properly managed can 
give from 10 to 30% of sales from the beginning. 

2. Merchants that do not have their own website and sell only on 
marketplaces want to have one platform to manage their sales and 
products. 

3. While placement of products on two or more marketplaces is not an 
easy task, even more challenging ones — are updating information 
(on prices and availability) and adding new products.

Key issues for Trimpo users

Key issues for online and offline merchants

Key issues and challenges for merchants starting to work 
with marketplaces
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Trimpo as an ecosystem

Service Trimpo as an ecosystem consists of a several components 

1. System core — main part of the Trimpo system, which stores and 
processes products and orders. 

2. Importer — subsystem, which provides receiving and updating 
of data on the products in Trimpo ecosystem.

3. Marketplaces — subsystem, which provides operations with market-
places, e.g. eBay, Amazon, etc. 

4. Social networks — subsystem, which provides operations with social 
networking websites, such as FB and VK. 

5. Messengers — subsystem, which provides operations with 
messengers.

6. Exporter — subsystem, which gives an opportunity to manage the 
distribution of catalogues with merchant's products listings with its 
partners.

7. Billing — subsystem for recording transaction using blockchain 
hyperledger.org.

8. BigData — data collection and analytics subsystem that calculates 
recommendations and trends.

9. CRM — subsystem for notifications for Trimpo ecosystem users.

10. Suppliers — subsystem for suppliers, who want to sell their products 
via other Trimpo users.

11. Marketplace Trimpo — subsystem, available to all internet users, 
which allows to buy any product from Trimpo users, if they specified 
their payment terms, rules of delivery and returns. 

Exporter Billing
Marketplaces

Marketplace
Trimpo

Supplies

CRM
Social

networks System core
BigData

Importer

Messengers

ECOSYSTEM
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Trimpo as an ecosystem

Architecture of Trimpo’s ecosystem is built on the concept of microservices, 
where each of the aforementioned subsystems is an autonomous microservice.

Importer is a subsystem that provides receiving and updating of data on the 
products from merchants according to the schedule or on demand. The main 
function of importers — providing up-to-date information about products from 
merchants (mainly, prices and availability in stock) in Trimpo’s ecosystem.

Marketplaces is probably one of the most complex subsystems, its main 
objective is interaction and data exchange between Trimpo and Marketplaces - 
eBay, Amazon, Etsy, etc. Several individual modules have been created, one for 
each type of Marketplace. Every one of them implements program logic with 
the products (creation, update, removal), orders (receiving, update, work with 
tracking number) and customers (messages regarding the products, requests 
for returns, etc.).

Social networking websites — similar to Marketplaces, main difference being 
realization of program logic with social networks (FB, VK, etc.).

Messengers — Trimpo’s subsystem which main task is interaction and data 
exchange between stores and messengers’ bots in WhatsApp, Telegram and 
Facebook Messenger.

Exporter is a subsystem which selects merchant’s products based on set 
filters, forms XML in required format (e.g. google feed) and creates an en-
crypted link for it. This subsystem also updates files according to the schedule. 
Merchant can use the results of exporter’s work for organization of products’ 
information distribution for its partners, sales channels and product search 
services. Exporter can also form XLS and CSV files, so the merchant can regu-
larly receive its products’ information from Trimpo to the website.

CMS (Content management system) — one of the most important and 
complex subsystems in Trimpo, it allows merchants that use known to Trimpo 
CMS systems start using Trimpo in one click. This subsystem also continuously 
updates information on merchant’s products and transfers information on 
received orders into merchant’s CMS system. Below are examples of CMS 
systems that Trimpo already works with

 ‣ https://www.ecwid.com/apps/storemanagement/trimpo

 ‣ https://www.insales.ru/collection/torgovye-ploschadki/product/trimpo

Descriptions of goals and functions of each 
component (subsystem) of Trimpo’s ecosystem
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Trimpo as an ecosystem

Billing — record-keeping subsystem, which stores the transactions between 
merchants and Trimpo, and between different types of Trimpo users. Internal 
currency for Trimpo project is Token Trimpo. Billing subsystem internally 
operates only with Token Trimpo. Billing subsystem operates on corporate 
blockchain hyperledger.org.

BigData — analyzes data and provides recommendations and trends that mer-
chants and Trimpo users receive; collected information is used for automation 
of product listings on marketplaces (like categories search and specification 
of desired product specs and features). The role and objectives of BigData 
as a part of Trimpo’s ecosystem will be defined more precisely as the project 
develops.

CRM — subsystem of notification on system messages for Trimpo users. It is 
the main tool for notifying users of Trimpo on changes and new functions.

Suppliers — administration subsystem providing access for suppliers. This 
subsystem allows the suppliers to act as direct sellers (in the same way as 
merchants). It is also allows the suppliers to give their products to merchants 
on various conditions, e.g. dropshipping or listings only, when the information 
about the product, its price and availability listed, and only when the order is 
received the merchant purchases the product from the supplier, retrieves it 
and ships to the customer. Suppliers subsystem will run comparative analysis 
on pricing and delivery terms of different suppliers and provide merchants 
with the recommendations on selection of suppliers based on best sales time 
execution and best profit margin.

Trimpo Marketplace — separate system, which uses Trimpo system merchants 
and products for the users to see and purchase goods they are interested in.

For the merchants it’s a new sales channel, which will not greatly differ from 
eBay and Amazon, however Trimpo Marketplace will be cheaper in comparison. 
Planned commission will be 2% of total order cost (in comparison: Amazon 
commission is 15% on average, eBay — 15% also, due to added PayPal commis-
sion).

2%

15%

MARKETPLACES' COMMISSIONS
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Trimpo as an ecosystem

Trimpo's Ecosystem is automated and interconnected.

If our merchant uses his own online store and also lists products on eBay and 
Amazon, when he changes the availability or deletes the product altogether 
from his store — the changes are automatically made on eBay and Amazon.

Functioning of Trimpo’s ecosystem, cases 
and examples

If the product is listed on the merchant's own online store as well as on eBay 
and Amazon, and the last item is sold from one of the platforms — our system 
automatically makes changes on other platforms, so the availability shows 

"out of stock". Of course, it works both ways: when the merchant changes the 
availability of the product back to "in stock" on one of the platforms (e.g. his 
own store) — changes are made on marketplaces.

Other
marketplaces

CHANGES IN PRODUCT’S LISTINGS

(price, availability, product details)

Other
marketplaces

automatic
change

ONLINE
STORE

Other
marketplaces

LAST ITEM
IS SOLD

Other
marketplaces

out of stocks

ONLINE
STORE

TRIMPO AUTOMATICALLY MAKES CHANGES IN PRODUCT'S 
LISTINGS ON OTHER PLATFORMS

TRIMPO AUTOMATICALLY MAKES UPDATES ON ALL PLATFORMS
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Trimpo Token

Main features:

1. It is the only token or digital unit that will be sold during the Token 
Sale.

2. Created for both external and internal transactions made by users of 
Trimpo’s ecosystem.

3. The only payment method for Trimpo’s commission.

4. One of payment methods for purchases made on Trimpo Marketplace 
and for customer loyalty program.

5. Will be integrated in Trimpo’s ecosystem to the fullest to ensure its 
maximum usage and turnover.

Trimpo’s ecosystem creates 3 ranges of usage and turnover for Token Trimpo:

1. For merchants.

2. Marketplace Trimpo - for customers and merchants.

3. For suppliers.
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Trimpo Token

 ‣ Merchants list their products on marketplaces via Trimpo and receive 
orders.

 ‣ Trimpo issues an invoice to be paid in tokens according to merchant’s 
rate plan once a month.

 ‣ Merchant pays the invoice in tokens (if they don’t have any tokens, 
they purchase them from Trimpo Fund with fiat money in order to pay 
the invoice).

 ‣ If Merchant doesn’t pay the invoice their rate plan changes next 
month to the free one, with lower level of services or basic plan rate.

Usage for Merchants

MARKETPLACES

TRIMPO
STORES

TRIMPO TOKEN
SMART CONTRACT

TRIMPO
BILLING

ORDERS
fiat money INCOMING

TRANSACTIONS
on the accrual

of funds

BILLING
ONCE A
MONTH

BILL PAYMENTS
by tokens

TOKENS
ACCRUAL

PRODUCTS’
LISTINGS

MERCHANTS’
PAYMENTS

tokens, fiat money
or crypto

USAGE FOR MERCHANTS
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Trimpo Token

 ‣ All merchants using Trimpo’s ecosystem can sell on Trimpo 
Marketplace.

 ‣ Products’ listings on Trimpo Marketplace will be free for merchants 
who already use Trimpo (included in their rate plan).

 ‣ Products’ listings on Trimpo Marketplace for new merchants 
or merchants who are not using Trimpo yet will be 10 USD per month 
in Trimpo tokens.

 ‣ Merchants will pay 2% commission for orders placed on Trimpo 
Marketplace; commission is to be paid in Trimpo tokens.

 ‣ Marketplace Trimpo will have customer loyalty program for its users, 
the program will work with Trimpo tokens, e.g cashback for purchases 
made on Trimpo Marketplace.

 ‣ Marketplace will have products that can be paid for only in Trimpo 
tokens and Merchants will offer discounts to customers that pay 
in Trimpo tokens.

Usage on Trimpo Marketplace

TRIMPO
STORES

PRODUCTS’ LISTINGS
for tokens or fiat money

ORDERS
for tokens or fiat money

PURCHASES
for tokens or fiat money

CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAM
cashback in tokens, discounts

MARKETPLACE
CUSTOMERS

USAGE ON TRIMPO MARKETPLACE
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Trimpo Token

 ‣ Trimpo’s users registered as suppliers provide up-to-date information 
on their products, pricing and stock availability.

 ‣ Suppliers choose their terms:

• receive orders and then reserve the products for merchants

• receive orders and make the delivery themselves

• require advance payment

• possible combinations of arrangements

 ‣ Merchants pay in Trimpo tokens for access to suppliers’ price lists and 
their terms of service.

 ‣ Merchant can list Supplier’s products in their store with their own 
margin.

 ‣ Suppliers pay the commission in Trimpo tokens.

 ‣ Merchant pay for services provided by Trimpo’s ecosystem according 
to their rate plan.

Usage for Suppliers

TRIMPO STORES

ORDERS
for fiat money

PRODUCTS’ LISTINGS

ACCESS TO PRICE LISTS
for tokens

BUYOUT
for tokens, fiat money or crypto

SUPPLIERS

MARKETPLACES

USAGE FOR SUPPLIERS
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Trimpo Token

Increase in demand for Trimpo tokens will be ensured by merchants’ need 
to pay for Trimpo’s services and commission for sales made on Trimpo 
Marketplace. On one hand, that gives the token holders the opportunity 
to leave the project after selling their tokens, but this has positive implications 
on market value of the token, as the only sellers of tokens are the holders.

Value of Trimpo tokens, like any other currency, will be defined by the willing-
ness and ability to receive Trimpo tokens as payment for merchants’ products 
and services. The steady demand for Trimpo tokens can allow them to be used 
on third-party platforms. Presumably, partnership projects (delivery providers, 
advertisement and content providers, etc.) will make payments in Trimpo 
tokens, benefiting from the speed and transparency of transactions.

Value of Trimpo token is majorly tied to Trimpo’s platform trade turnover, and 
to overall development of Trimpo Ecosystem for customers, merchants and 
suppliers.

All invoices for services rendered by Trimpo and commission for purchases 
made on Trimpo Marketplace are to be paid in Trimpo tokens, and they can 
only be purchased from the token holders on exchange platforms, which 
ultimately increases the demand for Trimpo tokens.

It is important to note, that the terms and fees of Trimpo Ecosystem are flexible, 
and in case of the increase in the value of Trimpo token the amounts will be 
calculated accordingly to spot rate of the token.

Trimpo is not planning to effect regular purchases and sales of tokens, leaving 
the preferential right of selling tokens to its holders. Trimpo Fund will be steadi- 
ly replenished through merchants’ payments and commission fees; however, 
received tokens will not be sold on exchanges. Their future usage will be de-
cided based on project’s development during the first few years.

Description of Trimpo Token circulation 
and merits for increase of Trimpo Token’s rate
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Token Sale

Token Sale goals:
1. Raising funds for the development

2. Raising funds for regional expansion of the project and 
promotion of the platform

3. Launching Trimpo token for investors and system’s users

Trimpo Token
Supply of 
500 000 000 tokens
Starting price of 
1 Trimpo token = 1/400 ETH
Minimum purchase amount 
1 token or 0,0025 ETH
Token Type: 
ERC-20

Pre-Sale

from 15.05.2018 
until 12.06.2018

Soft Cap 
2000 ETH

Target 
5000 ETH

Main-Sale

from 22.06.2018 
until 31.08.2018

Soft Cap 
30 000 ETH

Hard Cap 
125 000 ETH

5 000 ETH 2 000 ETH

30 000 ETH

125 000 ETH

Hard Cap

PRE-SALE
15.05-12.06

MAIN-SALE
22.06-31.08

Soft CapTarget

TRIMPO TOKEN SALE

Upon reaching the Hard Cap, Token Main Sale will end immediately
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Token Sale

There will be a limited supply of 100 000 000 tokens. After the main Token 
Sale we’ll be able to determine the total number of sold tokens (bonuses 
included). At the end of the Token Sale all sold tokens are 60% of the total 
supply, 10% is distributed to the Trimpo team, 5% — to advisors and bounty, 5% 

— early investors and 20% of tokens will be held in the Reserve Fund for Trimpo 
Marketplace.

Unsold tokens will be burned. 
New tokens will never be created.

That means, overall quantity of tokens: all sold tokens + 40%. And that number 
will never be changed. Distribution of tokens will be made according to the 
rules and conditions of smart-contracts.

Raised funds will be directed towards development of Trimpo’s ecosystem, 
funding of regional expansion of the project, marketing and promotion. Our 
project’s realisation will depend on the amount collected, following the corres- 
ponding roadmap.
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Token Sale

60% — Token Sale, sold to investors during Pre-Sale and Main Sale

10% — Team, will be unlocking gradually upon reaching goals stated in 
Roadmap, first part will be unlocked only one year after the Main Sale

20% — Trimpo Fund, necessary for the functioning of Trimpo’s ecosystem, 
fund will only be unlocked before the launch of Trimpo Marketplace. Trimpo is 
the Fund holder; Fund’s tokens will be used for cashbacks for customers, when 
they make purchases on Trimpo Marketplace. Fund will be replenished due to 
receipt of tokens from merchants, who will pay commission for products sold 
on Trimpo Marketplace.

5% — Advisors and bounty program

5% — Early investors

100% — Total

This distribution is optimal for achieving project goals, it’s development and 
takes into consideration interests of investors.

Token Distribution

20% 5% 5%10%60%
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Token Sale

Bonuses based on quantity purchased during Pre-Sale

+5% TOKENS 
with purchase over 125 ETH

+10% TOKENS 
with purchase over 250 ETH

+15% TOKENS 
with purchase over 375 ETH

+20% TOKENS 
with purchase over 500 ETH

Pre-Sale Bonus Program

2 5005%125 ETH

BONUS (TOKENS)BONUS (%)PURCHASE AMOUNT

10 000

22 500

10%

15%

250 ETH

375 ETH

BONUSES DURING PRE-SALE 
Based on quantity purchased
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Token Sale

5%

10%

15%

20%

WEEK #1 WEEK #2 WEEK #3 WEEK #4

BONUSES DURING PRE-SALE 
Based on time of purchase

Bonuses based on quantity and bonuses based on time of purchase will be 
summed up.

If an investor buys 125 ETH worth of tokens during the 1st week 
of Pre-Sale — he gets 62500 tokens (50 000 + 20% of 50 000 + 5% of 50 000).

Сalculation Example:

125 ETH = 50 000 + 20% + 5% = 62 500
purchase 
amount

Trimpo 
tokens

time 
bonus

quantity 
bonus

TRIMPO 
TOKENS

Bonuses based on time of purchase

+20% TOKENS 
during the 1st week

+15% TOKENS 
during the 2nd week

+10% TOKENS 
during the 3rd week

+5% TOKENS 
during the 4th week
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Token Sale

Bonuses based on quantity purchased during Main-Sale

+5% TOKENS 
with purchase over 250 ETH

+10% TOKENS 
with purchase over 625 ETH

+15% TOKENS 
with purchase over 1 250 ETH

+20% TOKENS 
with purchase over 2 500 ETH

Main-Sale Bonus Program

5 0005%250 ETH

BONUS (TOKENS)BONUS (%)PURCHASE AMOUNT

25 000

75 000

10%

15%

625 ETH

1 250 ETH

200 00020%2 500 ETH

BONUSES DURING MAIN-SALE 
Based on quantity purchased
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Token Sale

7%

6%

5%

4%

3%

2%

1%

8%

9%

10%

WEEK #1 WEEK #2 WEEK #3 WEEK #4 WEEK #5 WEEK #6 WEEK #7 WEEK #8 WEEK #9 WEEK #10

BONUSES DURING MAIN-SALE 
Based on time of purchase

Bonuses based on quantity and bonuses based on time of purchase will be 
summed up.

Bonuses based on time 
of purchase
10 weeks of Main-Sale

+10% TOKENS 
during the 1st week

+9% TOKENS 
during the 2nd week

+8% TOKENS 
during the 3rd week

+7% TOKENS 
during the 4th week

+6% TOKENS 
during the 5th week

+5% TOKENS 
during the 6th week

+4% TOKENS 
during the 7th week

+3% TOKENS 
during the 8th week

+2% TOKENS 
during the 9th week

+1% TOKENS 
during the 10th week
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Allocation of funds received

Allocation of funds received

Allocation Of 
Funds Received
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Allocation of funds received

Featured chart illustrates the allocation of funds in the event of Token Sale 
reaching Soft Cap.

If amount raised during the Token Sale is 62 500 ETH, proportion of expendi-
ture for Marketing and Sales will be increased.

In the event of the Token Sale reaching Hard Cap, along with increasing 
expenditure for Marketing and Sales, expenditure for Development will also 
increase.

30% Development

4% Legal expenses

30% Marketing and Sales

15% Customer Support

10% Integration with
Partners

5% Administrative
expenses

6% Other expenses

THE ALLOCATION OF FUNDS 
in the event of token sale reaching soft cap
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Allocation of funds received

Funds received during the Token Sale will be allocated to the development 
of the project in the following ways, depending on amount raised:

If Token Sale reaches Soft Cap 30 000 ETH
1. Realization of declared Roadmap for development of Trimpo’s 

Ecosystem

If during the Token Sale amount raised is 62 500 ETH
1. Realization of declared Roadmap for development of Trimpo’s 

Ecosystem

2. Creation of regional representative offices in the following markets:

• North America

• China

• India

If Token Sale reaches Hard Cap — 125 000 ETH
1. Realization of declared Roadmap for development of Trimpo’s 

Ecosystem

2. Creation of regional representative offices in the following markets:

• North America

• China

• India

• Europe

• South America

• Africa

3. Creation of a separate team of developers in Trimpo, which will work 
exclusively on tasks given by the users of Trimpo. Selection of tasks 
will be held on a monthly or quarterly basis, by users vote. Voting will 
be realized via Trimpo tokens: the team will work on tasks that raise 
more tokens. This team will provide full reports on the implementa-
tion of tasks to the community.
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Allocation of funds received

Ways of development 30 000 ETH 
Soft Cap 62 500 ETH 125 000 ETH 

Hard Cap

Declared RoadMap •✔ ✔ ✔ • •

Regional representative 
offices • •

North America • •

China • •

India • •

Europe •

South America •

Africa •

Additional team 
of developers •

DEVELOPMENT OF TRIMPO
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Roadmap

Roadmap

Roadmap
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Roadmap

Q1-Q2 2017 (completed)
1. Decision to create project Trimpo

2. Launch of Trimpo’s basic platform

3. Launch of subsystem Importer

4. Marketplaces: eBay — integration of ebay.com with Trimpo website

5. First investments received

O3-Q4 2017 (completed)
1. Marketplaces: eBay — integration with all eBay websites

2. Marketplaces: Amazon — integration with amazon.com

3. Marketplaces: Yandex — integration with market.yandex.ru

4. Social networking websites — integration with VK

5. Exporter system — export of product’s listings into platforms formats 
(google merchant, XML for yandex, Excel)

6. Integration with CMS

• Ecwid https://www.ecwid.com/apps/storemanagement/trimpo

• Insales https://www.insales.ru/collection/torgovye-ploschadki/
product/trimpo

PLANS FOR 2018-2019

2018, Q1-Q2
 ‣ Trimpo Token Pre-Sale

 ‣ Integration with Etsy Marketplace

 ‣ Integration with Country Marketplaces on Amazon

 ‣ CRM system for Trimpo users

2018, Q3-Q4
 ‣ Registering as legal entity in USA

 ‣ Trimpo Token Sale

 ‣ Trimpo Blockchain Billing

 ‣ Integration with AliExpress Marketplace

 ‣ Integration with social networkinging website — Facebook

 ‣ Integration with messengers — shops in Telegram’s channels
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Roadmap

2019, Q1-Q2
 ‣ Trimpo Marketplace beta

 ‣ Platform for Suppliers beta

 ‣ Integration with Marketplaces: Flipkart, Global.Rakuten, Walmart and 
others

 ‣ Integration with messengers - WhatsApp and Facebook messenger

2019, Q3-Q4
 ‣ Trimpo Marketplace

 ‣ Platform for Suppliers
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Team and advisers

Team and advisers

Team And 
Advisers
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Team and advisers

Alexander Terentyev
CEO
7+ years in e-commerce. Recently launched SaaS company, 
which provides services in the broadcasting industry.                                                                                       
Previously with eBay, Wikimart, RBK Group.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexterentyev/

Vladimir Suprunovich
Product development / Technical lead
7+ years in Java development. Previously with Alfa-Bank and RBK Group.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vladimir-suprunovich-18674628/

Anatoly Shishkin
Product development / Blockchain lead
Over 8 years in UI development. 4+ years in e-commerce. Previously with Wikimart, 
GeoIT, Research and technical center based in Amur State University.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/anatoly-shishkin-b53a4b55/

Anton Krugovov
Business development
Experienced venture capital professional, currently working with Invention Bridge VC. 
Significant experience in B2B; president of hardware manufacturing company.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/anton-krugovov-a462273/

Vladislav Voitsekhovich
Business development
20+ years in Finance and Banking industry, Project Director with Cyberplat. 
Previously with Sberbank and ICICI Bank Eurasia.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vladislav-voitsekhovich-92b6194/

Eugenia Malneva
Project administrator

5+ years in Office Administration and Project Support; previously with eBay and PayPal.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/eugenia-malneva/

Team
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Team and advisers

Vladimir Pantyushin
Chief Strategist at JLL
Accomplished economist and financial analyst, with over 20 years of experience. 
Previously with Sberbank, Barclays Capital and Renaissance Capital.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vladimir-pantyushin-516427/

Valeriy Pastushenko
Head Of Infrastructure
10+ years in System Administration and IT Infrastructure; 
previously with Doctor Web and CloudDC.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vpastushenko/

Pavel Isaev
Product Design
6+ years in Web Development and Design
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pavel-isaev-791032136/

Alexander Skvira
UI and UX Frontend development
7+ years in IT support, 4 years in Frontend Development. 
Previously with Intelinets and ProtectLine 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexander-skvira-098276164/

Siarhei Khalipau
Server-side Development
12+ years in Java development. Previously with Exigen Services, 
Generation_P and Exadel 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siarhei-khalipau/

Advisers
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Disclaimer

Trimpo Tokens are tokens in Trimpo’s blockchain-based platform and value 
ecosystem. They are not refundable, nor are they securities or for speculation. 
There is no promise of future performance. There is no suggestion or promise 
that Trimpo Tokens has or will hold a particular value. Trimpo Tokens give 
no rights in the company and do not represent participation in the company. 
Trimpo Tokens are sold as a functional utility. Any value received by company 
may be spent without conditions. Trimpo Tokens are meant only for experts 
in cryptographic tokens and blockchain-based software systems.

The purpose of this White Paper is to present the Trimpo’s project to the 
potential participants in the crypto token (Trimpo Tokens), in connection 
with the proposed Token Launch. The information set forth below may not 
be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. 
Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential 
token participants in order to help them determine whether to undertake 
a thorough analysis of the company with the intent of acquiring Trimpo tokens. 
Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any 
sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offer-
ing or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.  
This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, 
laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect partici-
pants. Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in 
this White Paper constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such 
forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks 
and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially 
from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking 
statements.

By participating in the TRIMPO’s Pre-sale and/or ICO Token Crowdsale 
or making use of any information in this whitepaper or available on the 
TRIMPO.ORG website, you agree to the following:

GENERAL WARNING

By using the services provided by TRIMPO, you the (User) as either an Initial 
Coin Offering (hereinafter – Pre-sale and/or ICO or Crowdsale) participant 
or (User) of TRIMPO products or services, fully understands and agrees with 
the following:

 ‣ User understands and acknowledges that TRIMPO tokens will be 
provided by the Pre-sale and/or ICO smart contract in the order that 
transactions are received by it and no alteration of this can be made 
by any party;

 ‣ User understands that TRIMPO carries no liability for the ability 
to take part in the Pre-sale and/or ICO for reasons beyond the control 
of TRIMPO including but not limited to the Pre-sale and/or ICO 
duration, transaction mining delays and node-related issues;
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 ‣ Pending a successful Pre-sale and/or ICO, TRIMPO team members 
will be focused on completing the company start-up and delivering 
on milestones. However TRIMPO TRIMPO undertakes no obligations 
to act on behalf and in the interests of User in the Pre-sale and/or ICO 
being held in the future;

 ‣ User understands that by transferring assets to TRIMPO User makes 
the final decision on deposition of cash or other assets and has no 
right of refund except that which is provided by the Pre-sale and/
or ICO smart contract code itself (that being, a 100% refund when 
capital raised is under the minimum cap and the Pre-sale and/or ICO/
crowdsale period has expired)

TAX WARNING

User understands that TRIMPO does not act as a tax agent of User; User 
and TRIMPO carry their tax obligations solely under the applicable laws 
of the country and location they reside in. TRIMPO is not a tax agent and 
therefore shall not provide Users' financial information to any third parties. 
This information shall not be disclosed unless officially requested by govern-
ment authorities.

NO WARRANTIES

All of the information provided within this whitepaper is provided “AS-IS” and 
with no warranties. No express or implied warranties of any type, including 
implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are 
made with respect to the information, or any use of the information, on this site 
or platform. TRIMPO makes no representations and extends no warranties of 
any type as to the accuracy or completeness of any information or content in 
this whitepaper or regarding this platform.

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

TRIMPO specifically disclaims liability for incidental or consequential damages 
and assumes no responsibility or liability for any loss or damage suffered by 
any person as a result of the use or misuse of any of the information or content 
in this whitepaper or on the TRIMPO.ORG website. TRIMPO assumes or under-
takes no liability for any loss or damage suffered as a result of the use, misuse 
or reliance on the information and content in this whitepaper or on the TRIMPO.
ORG website.

In no event shall TRIMPО be liable to User for any special, indirect, incidental, 
consequential, exemplary or punitive damages (including lost or anticipated 
revenues or profits and failure to realise expected savings arising from any 
claim relating to the services provided by TRIMPO.ORG) whether such claim 
is based on warranty, contract, tort (including negligence or strict liability) 
or otherwise or likelihood of the same.
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USE AT YOUR OWN RISK

By using the Pre-sale and/or ICO smart contract for TRIMPO, the TRIMPO.ORG 
platform or TRIMPO.ORG website including but not limited to the transferring 
assets to TRIMPO, User confirms that he undertakes and understand all the 
possible risks that directly or indirectly arise from the activity connected with 
User’s participation in the Pre-sale and/or ICO and/or use of TRIMPO services 
and products.

FORCE-MAJEURE

User understands that TRIMPO.ORG will not be liable to User for any breach 
hereunder, including for failure to deliver or delays in delivery of the Services 
occasioned by causes beyond the control of TRIMPO including but not limited 
to unavailability of materials, strikes, labour slowdowns and stoppages, labour 
shortages, lockouts, fires, floods, earthquakes, storms, droughts, adverse 
weather, riots, thefts, accidents, embargoes, war (whether or not declared) 
or other outbreak of hostilities, civil strife, acts of governments, acts of God, 
governmental acts or regulations, orders or injunctions, or other reasons, 
whether similar or dissimilar to the foregoing (each a “Force Majeure Event”).

FINAL WARNING

Pre-sale and/or ICO participations can be can be considered High-Risk Trading; 
purchasing financial instruments via a Pre-sale and/or ICO or utilising services 
offered on the website may result in significant losses or even in a total loss 
of all funds invested.

No information provided on TRIMPO’s platform or website should be inter- 
preted as investment advice. It does not constitute an offer or invitation 
by TRIMPO to any User to buy or to sell tokens or make any investment.

TRIMPO’s team strongly advises User to contact User’s legal or investment 
advisor before starting cooperation with TRIMPO.

User guarantees that he is a legally capable person of a majority age and 
complies with legal rules and applicable laws of the jurisdiction where the User 
lives.

By participating in the Pre-sale and/or ICO User confirms that he has read, 
understood and agree to comply with all restrictions set forth above.
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